
Case Study: 

Cambridge Eating Disorder Center 
 The Cambridge Eating Disorder Center (CEDC), located in beautiful Cambridge, 
MA, is dedicated to proving the highest quality continuum of care in a 
community setting to both adolescent and adult males and females struggling 
with eating disorders.  

Founded in 2000 by Dr. Seda Ebrahimi, CEDC has grown to offer a full spectrum 
of treatment options. Their comprehensive and coordinated approach to 
treatment has earned them the reputation for individualized quality care and 
fostering lasting recovery. 

Industry Facts 

Marketing to Every Local Touch Point 

Like most local health clinics, CEDC struggled to manage their marketing 
presence online. It was hard to get their brand out across all the sites their 
potential customers search and read information online.  Managing what 
customers said online on Yelp, Facebook and Twitter was onerous and they had 
incorrect information across a wide range of local directories, hindering their 
local search rankings. 

With LocalCast, CEDC now distributes information and programs to every local 
touch point and can track how they perform.  With a single button, they update 
their social media, directories, search engines, website and email list.   

Local Online Marketing Made Simple 

gethelp@localvox.com | (844) 654-6169| localvox.com 

How an Eating Disorder Clinic Increased Their Google 
Rankings and Made Local Online Marketing Simpler 

There are about 2,000 Eating 
Disorder Clinics in the US 

  

Local search affects nearly 
$280 billion in healthcare 

revenue each year 

2,000 

$280 Billion 

86% 

86% of searches convert to a 
phone call or visit 

77% 

77% of patient appointments 
begin with a local search 

“When first choosing to sign up with LocalVox, our goal was to increase and 
expand our Google search rankings. LocalVox has done nothing but deliver. 
Their team is great and the platform is very user-friendly. They are very 
helpful and knowledgeable.” 

- Meredith Adamczyk
 Manager of Outreach & Marketing 



Cambridge Eating Disorder Center More Than Doubled 
Local Search Rankings In Just 60 Days 

 LocalVox claimed, corrected and optimized dozens of directories (including Yelp, Yahoo!, CitySearch, Bing, 
and Google+ Local) and allowed them to monitor the feedback online. In addition to serving the correct 
information, each directory was enhanced with pictures, categories and rich data to improve SEO and 
conversation optimization.  

CEDC now ranks #1 for keywords that drive real impact on Google searches, Google Maps and directories 
so that customers looking for a quality counseling  center can find CEDC first. 

Local Search Improvements – Google, Maps & Directories 

Ranking for the Key Terms that Drive New Customers 

Since starting with LocalVox: 

 Gained 221 Google Rankings

 Acquired 42 Google Maps rankings

 Optimized 56 directories

And continues improving every month. 

CEDC now ranks first on for 

several key terms including: 

 Eating Disorder

 Bulimia Treatment

 Anorexia Treatment

 Eating Disorder Clinic

 Etc.

Local Online Marketing Made Simple 
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Managing Local Online Marketing - All in One Place 

Local Online Marketing Made Simple 

gethelp@localvox.com | (844) 654-6169| localvox.com 

Driving Revenue by Messaging Customers on the Web, Email, 
Social Media, and Content  - All with One Platform 

CEDC now grows and messages its customer 

community everywhere online: 

 Managing a list of over 3,000 customer emails
 Has had over 800 reads on their first few posts
 Monitoring and publishing to Facebook and

Twitter with the Social Inbox
 Publishing announcements to local publishers

including NearSay.com, Google News, Yahoo
News and more

 Publishing specials and offers to a network of
deal sites including Coupons.com, 8Coupons,
Yellow Pages app, The Coupon App and more
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